Progress and innovation are driven by experiments, but experimentation is useless without an objective evaluation measure that allow researchers to detect the improvements and identify the successful strategies. Due to the experimental nature of Information Retrieval (IR), accurately interpreting the result of a system in terms of user satisfaction is fundamental to push the research in the correct direction. Therefore, measuring systems effectiveness continues to be an active area of research and discussion in the scientific community. It is also the case of this thesis, whose leitmotiv is an investigation of effectiveness measures exploited in different aspects of IR.
The effectiveness of a system can be measured in terms of the amount of relevance retrieved, however, what about the user perspective? Is it possible to account more for the user-system interactions? These questions suggest that the user and her interactions with the system can be included in the evaluation process.
To this end, we present a novel user model defined on top of a Markov process. Differently from many traditional models, which assume a user linearly scanning the result list, this model allows the user to follow complex paths when browsing the run, as moving backward and forward in the list, skipping some documents or considering already visited documents. Based on this model, we defined two different evaluation measures Markov Precision (MP) [1] and Normalized Markov Cumulated Gain (nMCG) [4] , both involving the user in the evaluation process.
MP [1] injects the user model into precision with the invariant distribution of a Markov chain, which is the probability of finding the user in a given rank position after a long time. MP stems from the idea that if a user does not see a document, even if the document is relevant, the evaluation measure should account less for it, while it should account more for documents that have been visited.
By exploiting the same model, we defined nMCG-MART [4] a measure calibrated with real word click log data. nMCG-MART is exploited as objective function in a state of the art Learning to Rank (LtR) algorithm. By using nMCG-MART as objective function, we embed the user dynamic in the learning process and we push the algorithm to rank the results by considering the user experience. 
